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universe where I’ve gotten to develop these paintings. 
and it’s been great having the privacy. 

VD I think it’s always the best idea to retain that privacy 
in the sanctity of your studio, for the work you do 
there. It’s a problem all artists face. They make this 
work in their studios, and then they put it out there, 
it gets discussed critically, it enters the dialogue,  
as you say. But it’s pretty important for all of us to 
remember that our obligation, in terms of satisfaction, 
is primarily to ourselves.

BZ Still, when you put your work out, it is communicating. 
It becomes part of a discourse. So it’s been a luxury 
having it not be in the discourse, just things you 
make for yourself. I would never have painted my 
parents with the intent of exhibiting them, for 
instance. I did not paint those pictures to put them 

out in the world. (laughs) But now I’m kind of 
excited to find out how they will be seen. It was so 
difficult to paint them. When I painted my father,  
I found my kick-boxing class useful. But I can’t 
imagine having painted them for an audience, as 
opposed to just exploring my feelings about them.

VD I think that gives the paintings a kind of honesty 
that a person likes to see in artwork. The way you 
went about this endeavor opens up a nerve, in a 
sense. you’ve allowed yourself, for example, to present 
your daughter as an absolutely precious child. and 
finesse the paint so it communicates your love of the 
child. It’s different than the way you painted your 
parents. There’s a sort of standoffishness about 
them. They seem to be looking at you with suspicion 
in their eyes.

VD	 I think the work is really beautiful, beautifully 
painted, and the thing that strikes me most about it 
is that there’s no cynicism. Paintings that are done 
with such finesse, such attractiveness and lushness, 
are generally done with a safety net of irony 
underneath. 

BZ	 I know what you mean. and in earlier bodies of 
work, like the first group of portraits, of twelve bald 
male artists (Twelve Men & Twelve Birds), I was 
more insecure about painting well, so I felt I needed 
other agendas. With the bald men, it was a sort of 
feminist agenda, reversing the traditional male gaze 
at the female subject and playing a bit with male 
vulnerability through the baldness. That took  
the portraits away from being just a painting project. 
But this particular group of paintings I made for 
myself. These are the hardest paintings you could 
make, paintings of your family, for yourself. How do 
you deal with your parents, your child? In a funny 
way the art world is an easier audience to please than 
yourself.

VD I think the art world needs a lot more of this 
particular kind of attention to the subject and the 
manner in which the subject is presented.

BZ Because these paintings weren’t made to be exhibited, 
they have no agenda for the audience.

VD Which brings us to one of the amazing things  
about this exhibition. The work is not for sale. you’re 
showing work that is strictly to be seen and 
understood.

BZ I wanted to be back in the dialogue because I haven’t 
had a one-person show in new york since my daughter 
was born.

VD But your work has gotten stronger than ever in the 
last six years. So it certainly wasn’t time spent away 
from painting.

BZ no. I’ve had the same eight-hour workdays. I just 
haven’t had the socializing. It’s been a one-person 
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the portrait becomes a dialogue between the person 
and the object. The snake in the painting of you 
pregnant, the little bands in your daughter’s hair, the 
birds she’s holding in the other painting—you say 
you’re going to flesh one of them out even more.

BZ The bird on the left (Portrait #89; p. �5). I’m going to 
paint it a little thicker, so your eye goes…That’s going 
to be a direct painting. It won’t be glazed. It’s 
straight out of the tube, like icing on a birthday cake.

VD you were talking before about narrative content. 
That flies in the face of almost a century of people 
dismissing narrativity in painting. But to me, all 
works of art are narrative, in a sense. With Dada, 
and even before, the narrative component was 
thrust out of the picture. But due to a recent rise of 
interest in the formal developments within art 
history, when artists make a work we see that the 
protagonists they create act within a narrative of art 
history, and the works exist comfortably within a 
well-understood, shared idea of historical narrative. 
Paintings such as yours function that way as well, 
but at the same time there is internal narrative to 
them, narrative that is internalized in the context of 
the picture, in the picture plane itself. and even 
more interesting to me is technical narrative. So the 
technical narrative in your pictures is also very 
interesting.

BZ Well, I want to say something about the picture with 
the birds. The reason I want to flesh out the bird  
in her right hand is because if I make it heavier, your 
eye will go to it before it goes to her head. and that 
movement of your eye will change her relationship  
to the dead birds significantly. When I’m working 
with narrative, I’m working with small twists of  
the screw to change the story. So changing the order 
of what you look at will change the story.

VD I think that’s beautiful. It’s one of the reasons painting 
is such an amazing art form. a painter making a 

picture is cleverly staging the visual event, making its 
information come out at various rates of speed.  
It’s very different from a strictly linguistic presentation 
of signs present together on a single field, where they 
have a kind of hieroglyphic relationship to each other.

BZ Right, and when you’re making an image stroke by 
stroke, you have the kind of control where a millimeter 
of a mark on a mouth can turn a nice person into  
a murderer. you’re responsible for each tiny little 
mark, and there’s a story in every one. But it’s really 
very, very hard to do complicated scenes that illustrate 
big stories and actually function as great narrative 
moments in painting. It’s very rare when artists can 
pull that off. The Night Watch does and that’s why it’s 
a great painting. It’s one of those rare, extremely 
complicated paintings where the more you look at it, 
the more you uncover.

VD I think the description of representation in the past 
as storytelling or illustration has been elevated to an 
unreasonable degree. There was always a dialogue 
going on between painters, and they were speaking 
through their technical narrative. and in The Night 
Watch you feel that Rembrandt is using technical 
narrative to communicate with Raphael’s The School 
of Athens, with the whole idea of perspective. and 
now we’re coming out of a time period where 
conceptualism really held the day. When I was in 
art school, to be a painter could be seen as suspicious, 
so we all did conceptual work as undergraduates.  
I know you did that as well.

BZ yes. We were even up on stage, you know, Judy 
Chicago and blood and eggs and clay. (Both laugh)

VD That’s what I mean! many of us have had to find our 
way from that, and you’ve done it very beautifully 
and successfully, without ever turning your back on 
those influences. 

BZ I started art school when I was fourteen. I went to 
art school for high school. It was one of those 

BZ They are, aren’t they?
VD It’s almost, “How dare you paint us like this?” But 

your daughter just seems to be absolutely at ease in 
her world and in your world. 

BZ Well, the paintings of her are actually for her 
collection. She gets one painting of herself a year as 
a birthday present. They’re made with her in mind.

VD a lucky child! This painting of you pregnant is also 
stunningly beautiful. I think you actually captured 
your face. I notice that you have other images of your 
face that were done by people like Hockney, and 
they don’t do you justice.

BZ When I was pregnant I did lots and lots of photo 
shoots with different photographers. One of them 
was lyle ashton Harris, and when I put this image 
together from that shoot, my face was so distorted 
from lying on my side that it didn’t actually look like 
me, so I painted the painting vertically while looking 
in a mirror. It’s one of the few times I’ve been willing 
to really look in the mirror. 

VD This one of your daughter with the black background, 
in her school uniform (Portrait #96), has a doll-like 
quality which is somewhat disturbing, but at the 
same time intensely riveting because of its dimension-
ality. The illusion of form is staggering.

BZ I was trying to get that slice of the collar to be more 
dramatic, and I think I got a little carried away.  
I’ve got to make it cast a less dark shadow. One of the 
things I want to do is make her hair globes bright and 
glowing. I don’t have specific narrative content, but 
I’ll use the little things I have to tell a psychological 
story. So that slice of her collar and the globes in her 
hair convey her interior world.

VD In a number of your paintings you have an object 
present with the sitter which gets such a degree of 
attention that it assumes a kind of extra importance 
compared to the other things in the picture, as if  
it’s imbued with very personal symbolic meaning. and 

Portrait #96 (Oona in Her School Uniform), 2006–07
Oil on panel, 24 x 12 in.
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by looking at the paintings (pp. �8–��). The UPS man 
was over here looking at the paintings, and he said, 
“Oh, my God, what are they like?” and I knew that 
the story was told.

VD That’s remarkable. Getting back to technical narrative, 
there’s a handling of the subject that’s not just a 
matter of expression, but of factness, especially in your 
mother’s portrait. I’m interested in your fascination 
with minimalism. you’re placing these figures on  
a simplified field. In your mother’s portrait, certainly 
her placement on the canvas is important, all the 
extravagant flowers at the bottom, the absolute 
blankness at the top. It’s beautifully composed. But 
the handling of her face and her expression is the 
only thing there is to read. She’s so psychologically 
there that I almost get the shivers.

BZ yes, me too. It’s very creepy with her. and talking 
about the space, someone was looking at the paintings 

of mom and Dad recently and said, “That’s 
interesting, they’re not to scale. He’s placed much 
higher in the rectangle than her.” I think in the end 
she has become more vulnerable. In a way, my 
parents are terrifying to me, but I’m stronger than 
my mother, and I think that’s what the blank space 
above her is. But he is still scary for me.

VD He’s scary to me too.
BZ She was a beauty queen in the fifties, miss new 

york… She’s unhappy with this painting. But he loves 
his painting.

VD There’s a tremendous difference in the way you paint 
your daughter. The love just pours forth, unashamedly. 
and yet you pull it off in the pictures without either 
cloying sentimentality or cynicism.

BZ Well, they’re about more complicated things than 
just love. The pink one on the floor is called Pink Brat 
(Portrait #69). you’ve got a lot of kids, so you know 

multidisciplinary experimental schools. We all had 
to do dance, video, theater, painting, and music.  
So I can be watching a performance and seeing a 
painting. For me, it’s about a moment you can find 
in anything, and it informs your painting. I’m not 
interested in figurative painting for itself. I’m interested 
in specific moments. and they occur in the most 
unlikely places.

VD Well said. What makes your work impressive is that 
you can see within it so many references to the 
general fracture of things that went on in the twentieth 
century. and they find a kind of resolution in your 
paintings. It reminds me of how Cézanne, working 
in solitude for so many years, was able to incorporate 
the bizarre dislocation that was happening in 
French art into a new, classical whole. I think I feel 
the same way you do, I feel that influences from 
film, from performance, from all sources…But I think 
critics and curators have made a very big distinction 
over the last fifty years between things that fall within 
the conceptual camp and things that are outside it. 

BZ I think this is a confused time, and the critical 
writing is not often that great. It’s hung up in post-
Duchamp. Usually things are not organized that 
well in museums. It doesn’t allow you to see how things 
really work. and art history, the writing, trying to 
group conceptual versus nonconceptual…it needs to 
be more visual, less theoretical. Categories, I think, 
are best ignored.

VD Totally wise.
BZ I’ll tell you how I got into the portraits. I knew a 

curator named Bill arning, who ran White Columns, 
and when I was first in new york, for every artist, 
whether they were figurative or conceptual, it was the 
place. Everybody had their first show there in the 
eighties. I wanted to paint portraits, and I thought if 
I painted Bill, because everybody liked Bill, my 
painting would be liked, and people would forget that 

it was an “icky figurative painting.” So I did a painting 
of Bill and hung it in a gallery, and people loved it 
because they loved Bill. It let me get away with portrait 
painting. In the beginning I was always painting 
portraits of specific people, like larry Weiner. I was 
always trying to challenge the viewer away from 
categories when I picked my subjects. larry Weiner 
was the model of the “cool conceptual artist”—I mean 
he works with words. So how could anyone say  
my painting of him was not cool? In the beginning, 
when I was insecure about portraiture, I did that. 
and then I just started painting my friends and my 
family.

VD Were those paintings illustrations of the historical 
narrative? 

BZ yes, but I got to paint the paintings I wanted to paint, 
we’re talking about the eighties and early nineties, 
when things were much more iffy for figurative 
painters than they are now. I felt that if I strategized 
who I painted, the viewer would be open to the style 
I was painting in.

VD Very clever!
BZ The first portrait show I had was well received because 

if you hated my paintings you were also hating  
my subjects. So in a way I was supported by them. 
But they also were terrific subjects.

VD Chuck Close does that too. He makes many, many 
portraits of art world luminaries.

BZ But they’re people he likes, his friends. One of the 
most exciting things about portraiture is that there’s 
also the viewer’s relationship with the subject, and 
there’s a tension between that and the painting itself.

VD Those were all public figures you were painting.  
But the paintings in this show are all figures only you 
and your friends know. By and large people are not 
going to know who these subjects are.

BZ They won’t. For instance, my parents—nobody knows 
the real story behind them. But I think they’ll get it 
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it’s too scary to have an image that close. But once I saw 
how it worked, it became a possibility. So now 
whether a painting is glazed or not glazed becomes 
part of the technical narrative. Which to me is the 
psychological content.

VD That’s true, it does come across as a surface that  
has been acted upon by you. and you’re painting more 
pictures that are not glazed now, you said.

BZ about half now.
VD you said earlier that the better your drawing is, the 

less you have to glaze.
BZ Before, I would get the illustration in the under-

painting. It looked like the thing it was supposed to 
look like. With the tinted glazes I built up the tones 
which determine how the eye moves around the  
image, and that actually gave the painting resonance 
or soul or content. and now, after twenty years  
of painting, I can actually draw sort of OK and I can 
get it in the underpainting.

VD It’s funny, in ���0 Claudio Bravo came to my studio, 
and he said, “How old are you?” and I said, “I’m 
thirty-seven.” He said, “When you are forty-two, you 
will not glaze.”

BZ Well, isn’t that interesting! Because I was forty-two 
when I started seeing glazing as optional. (Both 
laugh) But I didn’t think the unglazed paintings 
would be accepted, because people got used to that 
look. I haven’t shown an unglazed painting, but I had 
alex Katz over when he was posing for his painting, 
and he said, “Oh, I’m so happy you’re not glazing.” 
He felt it got in the way. But there are times when 
the glazing works. I’m not using glazes to resolve the 
drawing anymore. Before, I would finish the under-
painting and then cover it with all these glazes and 
risk losing the image every time, and I liked the high 
drama of “What was it going to turn into?” and 
now I prefer to control my image from the start and 
know what I’m making.

that moment when they put their faces just a little too 
close to yours and they could do anything…you 
know that look?

VD But still, there’s love in the portrait.
BZ I love my Pink Brat, but you know that moment… 

I find it hard to paint her because I’m always trying 
for something more. like in the one with the dead 
birds. I was breeding canaries, and when they died she 
would take them and play with them.

VD Oh, lord.
BZ She didn’t know the difference between a stuffed 

animal and a bird that was alive five minutes ago. So 
the painting’s about her, but it’s also about that 
moment when children don’t know what death is. 
That was kind of hard. my first idea for this painting 
was, “Can I paint pink on pink?” and then, “OK, 
what am I going to paint pink on pink?” and then I 
noticed the dress, and one thing led to another.  
In this painting, Portrait #73 (Oona and Mo), I was 
interested in cadmium yellow deep. mo is a 
cadmium-yellow-deep canary. So can I make him 
show up on his own color? Sometimes ideas like 
that get a painting started, and the narrative comes 
next.

VD I like that idea a lot, because it’s born of painting, 
and painting has a remarkable way of thwarting our 
conscious minds, lulling us into a sensual state  
where things become available to us that would be 
unavailable without that slight disconnect from 
consciousness. and that’s what makes it so uncon-
ceptual. There’s a fundamental difference between 
conceptualism and the act of painting.

BZ But I think that’s a concept.
VD We have different definitions of conceptualism.
BZ yes.
VD That’s not the issue here. This figure (Portrait #73) 

looks a little more cut out than many of the other 
pictures.

BZ I think it’s the opposite. If you squint at it, she’s 
actually a keyhole, and the yellow is forward.

VD yes, but what I mean is there’s a sort of disconnect 
between the ground and the figure, more so than in 
any of the other ones, the pink on pink, even the one 
here where you have a solid black background for 
your daughter.

BZ It’s not black, actually, but it’s dark.
VD and you have her so light, and yet she seems to be…
BZ She’s in the space. But she might be glazed into it more.
VD let’s talk about glazing for a minute.
BZ I’ll show you my notebook. Every painting’s in here.
VD (Thumbing through notebook) This is utterly 

compulsive. (laughs) What have you done so far in 
the self-portrait? How are you going to glaze that? 
How do you make a distinction between a glazed 
painting and a dry painting?

BZ Well, I didn’t have a choice until recently, if you want 
to know the truth. Oona #2 has seventeen layers of 
glaze, in order to get that color.

VD They’re tinted with glaze, mixed with white.
BZ no, mixed with burnt umber, ultramarine violet, 

ultramarine blue, alizarin crimson, hooker green…
VD are these transparencies or scumbles?
BZ They’re transparencies. Each day I cover the completed 

underpainting with a different color of tinted glaze, 
which I wipe out or rub in, until the painting is 
finished.

VD Do you ever paint white on top of that?
BZ you can touch in highlights. I can paint with different 

colors of tinted glaze on a small brush. But you can’t 
go in with paint straight out of the tube. It won’t sit 
in the same plane because that plane is further back.

VD In the window.
BZ Further back in the window. Whereas my parents, 

which are among my first unglazed paintings, are 
right in front of you. I would never have done that if 
it was a painting I was planning to show, because  

Portrait #73 (Oona and Mo), 2003
Oil on panel, 36 x 20 in.
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then you can add one mark in a painting and it will 
sit on the same plane with the others. But I spent 
the first fifteen years not knowing that.

VD I didn’t know what broken color was.
BZ What’s that?
VD When you break a color, it’s also graying the color. 

you take an orange and a blue, and you get a form  
of gray.

BZ Right.
VD and I can see you know this already, you’re doing  

it instinctively. But the name for it is broken color, a 
broken palette. We all do it instinctively.

BZ I don’t use any black. I don’t even own black. What 
I’ve noticed in museums is that the black in paintings 
is often cracked. In Rembrandts, the black hats  
are cracked. So that’s why I always stay away from it. 
I tend to use mixed-up darks.

VD What else is there about your work that you would 
like to mention? I can’t paint a portrait of someone 
unless I love them and I want badly to paint them.

BZ I have some tricks. you have to create an alternate 
reality where you almost fall in love with the person. 
like when I was painting Jeffrey Dahmer for The New 
York Times Magazine.

VD you fell in love with him?
BZ I did fall in love with him! and there was a perversion 

to it, especially because his lips were so beautiful, 
and I had to get away from it at night because it was 
so scary. But if you can fall in love with a subject, 
even if it’s not their reality that you are in love with, 
and they enter your dreams, then you have access  
to them, and you can do a really good portrait. Once 
I had to paint a Flemish collector who didn’t speak 
English, and I had, like, ten minutes with him. all I 
knew was that he had seventeen grandchildren,  
and he had a certain look. So I had to create a fantasy, 
make something more out of those facts. and it’s 
one of the best paintings I’ve ever done. I’ve had this 

discussion with David Hockney. He feels you have 
to paint people that you know and love, and he paints 
his friends. But I feel you can paint anybody. you 
have to create a fantasy about the person that haunts 
you, that you take to bed with you and you’re painting 
it in your sleep. When I was painting Osama bin 
laden for The New York Times, that was hard, because 
he was so real to me. I was lucky because they didn’t 
want me to vilify him. The article was about his 
charisma, him as the iconic leader. So it allowed me 
to project more complicated stuff, other than just 
hating him. and what got me through Jeffrey Dahmer 
was to keep saying, “He liked boys, and I’m a girl, so 
I’m safe.”

VD you mean he liked to eat them.
BZ yes, and that was the hard thing about the lips. But 

he wouldn’t be eating me. So it gave me the distance 
to fall in love with him. and that’s the trick. 

VD That’s a beautiful idea, creating an alternate universe 
where you love the subject, and he haunts your dreams 
so you feel you’ve entered into him. The portraitist 
enters the subject and then replicates the experience 
of existence within the subject, on the canvas, so that 
the experience is projected outward to us. 

VD Do you think there’s any possibility that you will 
eventually incorporate direct painting and glazing 
in the same process?

BZ you mean go back and forth? I don’t know. I was 
teaching myself, and I didn’t get it right. So what I 
ended up with was this notebook. I can’t decide.

VD Well, glazes flatten everything out, first of all.
BZ Do they?
VD yes, that’s why it should be glaze, scumble, glaze, 

scumble. you don’t end with a glaze, because it 
flattens it out. This remarkable head of your daughter 
is preciously painted. I just want to die looking at 
that far side of her face, how it gets lighter—that is 
going to flatten if you end with a glaze. I used to 
glaze the hell out of things, and then, just like you,  
I figured out how to model it better from the 
beginning, how to manipulate the paint to get closer 
to where you want to be, sooner. and that’s a normal 
process.

BZ But, OK, take this pink one, Portrait #69. It has only 
three layers of glaze on it, and see what the glaze 
does? It picks up the brush strokes and lets you see 
this gunky cool stuff. Do we like that?

VD (Referring to Portrait #96) But look at how solid this 
thing is painted.

BZ So you don’t think this painting needs to be glazed?
VD I don’t. This is an ongoing technical growth. It makes 

a direct impact. you can do such amazing things 
without using glazes. 

BZ yes, like in the painting of my mother. What I did 
was put a drawing on the panel and then coat it with 
a green tint, because I like to work on green. So this 
is actually the original drawing on the panel that 
you see on her shirt. I sketched the flowers in with 
paint, and I really liked them. you know how in 
Holbein the pattern on the clothing does not define 
the form? The face is painted really realistic, but  
the pattern is just sitting on the surface. most people 

never notice that the pattern is flat. and I was 
thinking if Holbein can do that, I can too. I can just 
stop here.

VD It’s incredibly refreshing. This is not to say anything 
categorical. I will not say, “Don’t glaze it.” I will not 
say, “Glaze it.” you just go on from there. Basically, 
there’s a relationship between glazing and scumbling 
which gives you an infinite range of effects. There’s  
a robustness to it, and it’s a complex technical 
narrative. and by leaving things less glazed, you’re 
experiencing the beauty of doing something as much 
as possible, as soon as possible.

BZ But it’s still not that soon, in the end. Even though 
an image is not being glazed, I still have to repaint it 
six or seven times, start to finish, to get it right.  
and the background has to be adjusted four or five 
times to get the right color. (Referring to Portrait #89) 
This color is actually mars violet and white. I don’t  
use mars colors in my figures. I find them too strong 
and I can’t get them to work, but I use them in my 
grounds. Because I didn’t have much training with 
this kind of figure painting, I would read things and 
then I would misinterpret them. With the flesh 
tones, I am only able to use cadmiums and ultramarine 
violet and ultramarine blue and raw umber. I’m 
never able to bring in another color and get it to work. 
But I know how to do everything with these colors. 
and white.

VD you say over and over, “I didn’t know what I was 
doing. I just taught myself how to do it.” and do you 
know what? you’re in perfectly good company, 
because for all of us, nobody was there to teach us.

BZ But what I did learn from teaching at the academy 
is that there are a lot of tricks and shortcuts. For 
instance, I didn’t know how to oil out. Before I knew 
how to do that, I had to repaint the whole painting 
every time I wanted to add one mark. Chuck Close 
gave me this retouch spray that you just put on, and 
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BZ But I think the ones that work are about a bigger idea 
than the individual sitter.

AK Well, it is still a painting, you know. It is not just a 
collection of naturalistic detail. With the kind of 
obsessive painting you’re involved in, there’s an intense 
energy. I don’t have that obsessive energy. Cézanne 
and mondrian have it.

BZ People are always asking me why I don’t have cynicism 
or irony in my work, and I can never answer the 
question because I don’t think about it in that way.

AK I think cynicism and irony are sort of second-class 
values. It’s very nice not to have them in paintings. 
People want to read paintings rather than look  
at them. If you make it cynical or ironic, and people 
understand that, they don’t have to bother with the 
painting itself.

BZ Because it’s not visual.
AK It’s literary. I think that the art audience that looks 

at paintings is smaller than the art audience that 
reads them.

BZ One thing I really like about your paintings is you 
make everybody look so glamorous. In lucien Freud’s 
paintings, I always feel like the people are smelly, 
and the studio smells. Do you know what I mean?

AK yeah, well, his things are all grimy.
BZ Everything’s dirty and sweaty, and it seems like the 

mattresses might have a smell if you were in that 
room. I always feel vaguely intoxicated by the smell 
of them. In the end, I guess it’s more about the artist 
than the subject. It’s more about the style.

AK Good point. I don’t see any difference between five 
hundred years ago and now, in a way. There are 
some things that are only two years, one year, out of 
fashion but very remote. Whereas in the show at 
the Guggenheim, Spanish Painting from El Greco to 
Picasso, those Goyas are in my present tense.

BZ yes. I also love the Zurbarán painting of the sheep.
AK He’s kind of a real obsessive painter.

BZ Especially the single figures.
AK He can’t do groups at all.
BZ I agree.
AK I think obsessive painters usually can’t do groups…
BZ …because they get too hung up on illustrating  

the story…
AK …and in all the details.
BZ and then it doesn’t have any abstract qualities that 

carry the narrative.
AK It’s very strange with Zurbarán, who’s so terrific 

with those…
BZ The monks?
AK The monks. and some of the women he does are 

just gorgeous. and they’re wonderfully decorative at 
the same time. Beautiful paintings. The monks  
look great.

BZ He manages to get so much out of the placement of 
the single figure.

AK and when he has those ones with a lot of figures in 
them…

BZ They’re awful! (laughter) I also liked seeing Picassos 
with the Goyas, because I always have trouble with 
the usual way everything is organized according to 
the time it was made. I wish I could see more of that.

AK We’ve been damaged by art history. and also damaged 
by Hegelian thinking about something new being 
better than something old. It’s not progress, it’s just 
change. The hemline goes up, it goes down—it doesn’t 
make the dress any better.

BZ The problem, I think, with art history is that it’s 
nonvisual.

AK It’s removed from painting quite a bit.
BZ yes. I like seeing the Picassos in that group a lot.
AK Oh, the Picassos are fabulous!
BZ I think the paintings of the blonde, marie-Thérèse, 

are among the sexiest…
AK yes, but there’s nothing in the way—it’s not just a 

sex painting.

BZ Do you make personal paintings for yourself? When 
you paint someone that you’re really close to, like 
your wife, do you feel that you’re setting out to do 
something different than when you paint someone 
you don’t know as well?

AK Well, it’s harder. If you’re more involved with 
someone it’s a little harder. I feel pretty detached 
from everything I paint.

BZ So in a way it’s irrelevant who the subject is.
AK yes.
BZ It’s more about how it’s painted than…
AK Than what the image is. The liveliness of the image 

is what interests me.
BZ not the psychology of the image.
AK no, I’m not interested in psychology or any of that. 

It’s like the appearance of an image.
BZ That’s interesting. I mean, for someone who paints 

portraits, that’s an interesting thing to say.
AK yes. It’s a switch. a lot of historical portraits—Titian 

painted the young Englishman, that man with the 
beard, and actually he’s trying to paint a handsome 
man. you know? and we relate to it as “it’s a handsome 
man.” not who the particular person was. and an 
image of a handsome man is a problem—that he 
doesn’t get too brutish or effeminate. a male model 
has to look like Cary Grant. most of them look stupid 
or effeminate. It’s very hard to hit it right. and 
Titian did it right, he did it with that portrait of an 
Englishman, so it isn’t a particular Englishman, it’s 
Titian painting a certain idea.

BZ yes, but I think any portrait that’s good is going to 
do that. It’s going to be outside the specific sitter.

AK Well, it has to relate to painting in general, because you 
are painting. I think your work goes a little toward 
lucien Freud. It’s very particular.

BZ about the subject?
AK yes. you have all that naturalistic detail, and it 

doesn’t get a chance to become too generalized.
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BZ But they’re very erotic.
AK There’s a sensualness in them you don’t get in porn.
BZ I always feel embarrassed when I see those paintings 

with a group of people because I think they’re so sexy, 
and I wonder, Does everybody else see it?

AK There’s examples with Titian, who was really into 
sensuality. He did a painting of Flora, and someone 
else did the same subject and showed you more 
breast, vulgarized it. But the surfaces weren’t as good. 
Titian got the sexiness by making the flesh and hair 
and cloth all sensual. That’s what you’re referring  
to in the Picassos of marie-Thérèse. They’re sensual…

BZ yes, and he catches some moment, also, in the  
pose. When I was in Kraków, I saw leonardo’s Lady 
with an Ermine.

AK It’s an amazing painting.
BZ I sat with it long enough to try to figure out how it 

works.
AK Well, the ermine is sort of snaky…it’s sexy.
BZ There’s a triangle, a fold in the cloth, and she’s looking 

away from you, not meeting your gaze, and it looks  
as if the ermine is about to enter this fold. and she’s 
turning away to let you look. Which is so naughty, 
in a way, getting you to be a voyeur.

AK Certainly with leonardo, if you can think of it, you 
can be sure he did it first.

BZ all the action is in that ermine.
AK and it’s sloping, there’s no angularity to her forms, 

and the way it goes into the shoulder, off the ermine… 
It’s all kind of soft.

BZ It’s a beautiful painting. It’s like a movie. When you 
sit with it, you start to be taken somewhere. I wonder 
why there aren’t more paintings by him.

AK He was doing a lot of different things.
BZ But what I don’t understand is how he could paint 

so well, and only have painted, like, twenty paintings?
AK Twenty sounds right. I’ve seen most of them. 

They’re about ideas or conceptions. They’re not like 

monet, who goes out in the field every day and does  
a great painting. But monet is very simple compared 
to leonardo, who’s always working on some kind of 
an idea. But when I first saw his paintings, the 
technical part of the painting didn’t seem so hot. It 
didn’t seem as if they were painted, actually.

BZ It’s weird to hear you say that, because your own 
paintings are not so…

AK Right. It has to do with fluid painting and strokes, 
as if the paint has a life of its own. all of his painting 
goes into the image, not the paint. It doesn’t really 
have a life of its own. So I was kind of disappointed 
in the painting, but the images stayed with me 
forever. and when I looked at the mona lisa in the 
louvre, I said, “It’s very peculiar: the eyes are wild, 
the smile is dead.” That was the first thing. and 
then I said, “Hey, it looks like she’s wearing a mask. 
That’s him behind those eyes!” and then, years 
later, some Englishman wrote the same idea. and I 
knew that if I thought it, leonardo’s so smart, he 
thought of it first.

BZ yes.
AK That it was true, in other words. The painting is 

doing a lot of different things all at once. But that 
was one of them.

BZ I think he does intend for you to see it. It’s not a hidden 
trick. It’s there, if we take the time.

AK Well, his paintings are in pursuit of an idea rather 
than in pursuit of painting.

BZ Because maybe the idea is in the drawing and the 
composition.

AK They form it, but he has an idea of the image he wants 
to make.

BZ yes, and it’s not just—like that woman with the 
ermine, it’s not just a girl holding her pet…

AK no, it’s a lot of different things
BZ least of all that, in a funny way. But that was pretty 

exciting to see.
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